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play – is conducted together with the University Mannheim.
In this project we are investigating how to prevent cheating
in a peer-to-peer based virtual world and we are investigating
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digital forensic tools to detect cheating and misbehavior in
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online-games a posteriori. The goal is to reach the same
level of security and trust in peer-to-peer systems that users
expect from a server-based system.
Furthermore, we coordinate the development of the
open source software CrypTool 2. The goal of this project is
to improve the teaching of security and cryptography. We
The Distributed Systems research group at the Univer-

are successfully using CrypTool 2 for teaching purposes in

sity of Duisburg-Essen is headed by Prof. Torben Weis.

University courses and for education in school classes.
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systems. Self-organization is a pattern inspired by nature.

Microsoft Research.
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end a global property emerges.

gation of security issues in peer-
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and have no global view, but to-
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peers@play –
Peer-to-Peer-based scalable Virtual Worlds
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CrypTool 2
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CrypTool 2 – Security illustrated
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CrypTool 2
The main part of the CrypTool 2 workspace is the graphical editor. By using dragand-drop the user creates his own scenario,

peers@play

for example consisting of a symmetric-key

Over the last few years online
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tools. The components are interconnected

games like World of Warcraft™

virtual communities or globally operating

by dragging lines which visualize the data

became very popular. These mas-

context management systems. To do so,

flow path in the scenario. A set of sample
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projects is already provided, so the user can

ments (MMVEs) allow a large number

peer-to-peer research to develop new concepts,

cryptosystem, a hash algorithm and text

of users to interact with each other.

view and customize existing scenarios.
Furthermore CrypTool 2 also serves as

Cryptography is nowadays an essential part of our daily life.
We use it for Internet banking, e-mail, surfing the web, or mobile

protocols and algorithms for large scale peer-to-peer
systems. Our system is aimed to:

platform to experiment with scientific con-
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phones – usually without even noticing. In all these applications

If you’d like to gather firsthand experience, please download

cryptography is used to preserve our privacy and prevent private

the current Beta version at http://www.cryptool2.vs.uni-due.de

data from being stolen. Therefore it’s crucial that the cryptographic

for free. CrypTool 2 is an open source project – we’re always

mechanisms used are really secure and cannot be circumvented.

looking for support!

time.

offer persistency and availability of the world

guarantee security

The peers@play project investigates how peer-to-peer

Realizing the high complexity of these goals, the Uni-

technology can be used to create distributed interactive

versities of Mannheim, Duisburg-Essen, and Hannover

CrypTool 2, the successor of the world-wide known e-lear-

worlds able to fulfill the highest requirements with respect

have joined forces and cooperatively undertake this re-

ning tool CrypTool, is an educational tool about cryptography. It

to scalability, security, and consistency. Such world models

search effort.

enables the user to experiment with cryptographic mechanisms
to study their functionality and concepts. This contributes to the
purpose of sharpening the user’s awareness about the true security of different applications.
CrypTool 2 uses state-of-the-art technology like the Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF) to provide a graphical user interface with a modern look and feel. Based on a pure plugin
architecture it is easily extensible, for example by third-party developers. Thus new algorithms or tools can be developed and
deployed without having to adapt core components.
www.cryptool2.vs.uni-due.de
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